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We may one day be able to explain 

the upsets, or Black Swans, that

characterized so much of 2016. After all,

there is very little that physics, coupled

with hindsight, cannot explain: as

Newton’s third law states, for every

action, there is an equal and opposite

reaction. A physicist may rightly observe

that our countries seem to be moving

further and further apart, much like the

galaxies in the universe. The question is…

well the question is another story.

A recent advertisement for a Danish

television station proffers that we tend to

categorize ourselves into distinct boxes

based on what we do or how much we

earn or where we come from. But what if

we were asking the wrong questions?

What if we were to classify ourselves, and

each other, based on our relationships,

our activities, our likes and dislikes? We

would probably find, concludes the ad,

that we share more in common than we

think. 

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

Director, Christine Lagarde at the World

Economic Forum in January was quoted

as saying: “If the disruptions that we are

expecting in 2017 as a result of what 

has happened in 2016 prove to be all

negative then we’ll end up in a race to 

the bottom on the tax front, on the trade

front, on the financial regulation front […]

It would be a really big Black Swan with

devastating effects.” Our articles in this

issue of Middle East Point of View say

otherwise and confirm that, were we to

ask the right questions, we would point

to a world that is nearing closer together

rather than growing apart. At least when

it comes to taxation!

Collin Keeney (ISO 37001 has been

enacted), Alex Law and Claire Dawson 

(It’s all in the prep) all point to financial

institutions that are working together 

to combat tax evasion, bribery and

corruption through ISO certifications 

and the Common Reporting Standard.

“We hope,” says Keeney, “that [the

involvement of MENA region countries 

in crafting the ISO 37001 certification]

signals a heightened commitment to

transparency and accountability.” Law

and Dawson also point to a host of 

MENA region countries that have agreed

to sign up for CRS (Common Reporting

Standard), dubbed the “Global FATCA.”

These tax and banking matters will highly

affect family businesses in the region say

Fiona McClafferty and Yasmine Omari

(New Year resolutions for families in

business.) The introduction of CRS, along

with Value Added Tax (VAT) will “have a

dual impact [meaning] that families in

business have even more reason […] to

prioritize the formalizing and

restructuring of their business affairs,”

say the authors.

Competency is another theme that

recurs in this edition of MEPOV. Richard

Barrett takes issue with schools and

universities that value knowledge over

competency (Competent or merely well

informed?) in an age where competency

in the workplace is better rewarded than

knowledge. Ghassan Turqieh, Joana Abou

Jaoude and Hanna Aoun agree. In their

article Reward me, reward me not…they

say: “the challenges faced by employees

and employers generally […] center on

the need for new competencies, a

changing workforce and changing

performance metrics.”

Talking of performance, Rajeev Lalwani

and Syed Ammar Zaheer look at the

benefits of schedule management.

“Because we don’t get anything

immediate out of schedule management,

we associate it with an invisible jail cell

that always feels restrictive[…]In reality,

schedule management can free us to

have more fun, more money, greater

success in relationships and more “kick

the can” type of days.” They outline the

solution to this problem in their article

Scheduling the impossible.

Akshay Lamba identifies the challenges

faced by Chief Information Officers in

today’s disruptive world; Ben Hughes

assesses the construction market in the

region for 2017; Munish Mohendroo

explains the merits of an asset-based

approach to valuing businesses; all in 

the hope of continually asking the right

questions in order to find the right

answers.

Because in the end, we are all closer 

than we think. 

ME PoV editorial team

A word from the
editorial team
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ISO 37001
has been
enacted
Companies can now officially receive ISO

certification for their anti-bribery and corruption

(ABAC) compliance programs. 
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n a previous edition of this magazine

(Middle East Point of View, Summer

2016) we wrote about a pending vote

by the International Standards

Organization (ISO) on Standard 37001:

“Anti-bribery management systems–

Requirements with guidance for use.” 

The standard did pass voting and a 

final version was published in October. 

What ISO 37001 does is normalize the

wide variety of competing and

overlapping guidance from international

regulators and agencies into an auditable

set of ABAC policies and controls. It is the

outline of an ABAC structure, which is

useful for private sector companies in a)

organizing their compliance efforts in a

way to minimize the risk of committing

violations of international ABAC laws, and

b) availing of leniency offered in the event

that a violation occurs. Leading enforcers

of ABAC standards, such as the United

States Department of Justice (DOJ) and

the Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC) employ a carrot-and-stick approach

to enforcement—they want to reward

companies for taking the matter seriously

and making an honest effort to prevent

violations. If a company can demonstrate

that it takes ABAC compliance seriously,

and has put in place a sincere, and

leading-practice compliance program

(also known as “adequate procedures”)

both the US and UK authorities typically

offer credit against the penalties levied in

the event that a violation still does occur.  

An ISO 37001 certification may well

become the benchmark for these

authorities in evaluating the quality and

intent of an organization’s ABAC efforts.

While the ISO certification will not denote

that a company has done absolutely

everything possible to prevent violations,

it will show that companies have taken

note and gone through a process to

bring themselves in line with international

standards—at least at a minimum level.

While there is always a risk that some

companies will view it as a simple box-

ticking exercise and attempt to game the

system, a more hopeful view is that it

demonstrates a company’s commitment

to ethical standards–a commendable

principle, regardless of any potential

regulatory or compliance motivation.

Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View - Spring 2017 | ISO 37001

Leading enforcers of ABAC standards,
such as the United States Department
of Justice (DOJ) and the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) employ 
a carrot-and-stick approach to
enforcement—they want to reward
companies for taking the matter
seriously and making an honest effort
to prevent violations

ISO 37001: Anti-
bribery management
systems

Key components of the final

standard:

· Bribery in the public, private

and not-for-profit sectors;

· Bribery by the organization;

· Bribery by the organization’s

personnel acting on the

organization’s behalf or for 

its benefit;

· Bribery by the organization’s

business associates acting on

the organization’s behalf or 

for its benefit;

· Bribery of the organization;

· Bribery of the organization's

personnel in relation to the

organization’s activities;

· Bribery of the organization’s

business associates in relation

to the organization’s activities;

· Direct and indirect bribery (e.g.

a bribe offered or accepted

through, or by, a third party.)

I
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However, the main reason for pursuing

ISO 37001 certification may not be

regulatory–it may well become a business

imperative. One of the significant

questions we had about the final version

of the standard was whether it would

retain the provision for bribery of the

organization, as compared to focusing 

on bribery by the organization. It is now

clear that bribery of an organization’s

personnel is on equal footing to the

offering of a bribe. This significant

inclusion extends the scope of the

standard to the public sector as well 

as international bodies and Non-

Governmental Organizations (NGO)–the

most significant targets of bribery. Since

these organizations now have a reason 

to pursue certification, they will likely

expect the same of companies looking 

to do business with them. ISO 37001

certification may well become the first

check box on a procurement officer’s list.

A look at the list of countries that

participated in developing ISO 37001

shows how seriously the Middle East 

and North Africa (MENA) region has

begun to take this topic. Six of the 37

countries involved in crafting the

standard came from the MENA region.

Representatives of the standards bodies

of Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Egypt, Lebanon,

Morocco and Tunisia all joined the

process–an outsized delegation for the

region. We hope that their involvement

signals a heightened commitment to

transparency and accountability

originating from authorities at the highest

levels within MENA governments. I would

not be surprised to see public agencies

from these countries among the first to

require ISO 37001 certification of would-

be bidders on public contracts.

So now what? Some independent

certification bodies and consultancies

have begun offering certification

assessments. Some organizations, with

existing robust ABAC policies may be 

able to pass certification without much

alteration of their existing framework—

as the standard is designed to be 

flexible and to be integrated within an

organization’s existing management

structure and controls. However, for

organizations that do not have much

experience with the subject, or a

dedicated ABAC aspect to their

compliance regime, a good place to 

start is conducting an ABAC risk and

compliance assessment prior to engaging

a certifier. We also recommend taking a

critical look internally at your company’s

compliance regime. A good amount of

the preparatory work can be conducted

internally, at least as a dry run before

engaging a consultant to give an

independent view on the program.

by Collin Keeney, Director, Forensic,

Financial Advisory, Deloitte, Middle East

Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View - Spring 2017 | ISO 37001

A look at the list of countries that
participated in developing ISO 37001
shows how seriously the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region has
begun to take this topic. Six of the 37
countries involved in crafting the
standard came from the MENA region.
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It’s all in
the prep
Ethical tax is becoming increasingly topical as

more of us become international citizens–living,

working and investing in multinational

jurisdictions and giving rise to more complex

tax and reporting obligations. How will the

Automatic Exchange of Information and

Common Reporting Standard affect residents

in the GCC?
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hen the Panama Papers 

were released, there was 

a worldwide uproar that

resulted in the exposure of global leaders

and high profile business executives–a

deliberate naming and shaming of the

wealthy for allegedly avoiding taxes.

Those caught up in the tax scandal

(including many compliant taxpayers)

have suffered irrevocable reputational

damage. With all the attention it has

brought to the media and the now far-

reaching implications of the worldwide

focus on tax, we have to ask–what is

ethical tax practice and how will this

impact us in the future?  

In layman’s terms, ethical tax refers to

our moral duty to pay the right amount of

tax to the appropriate tax authority. In

line with current global trends, the Middle

East is a melting pot of many nationalities

owning assets around the world,

meaning that residents of the region may

have exposure to taxation in multiple

jurisdictions.  

Whether an individual or a company’s

failure to pay the right amount of tax is

deliberate or inadvertent, public

awareness of the issue is growing. A

global solution was requested by the G20

to combat tax evasion, and the

Organization for Economic Co-operation

and Development (OECD) has found what

they consider to be the answer: the

Common Reporting Standard (CRS).

To date, over one hundred countries

worldwide have either signed or agreed

to sign up for CRS, with many more to

follow. In the Middle East region, the late

adopter group will include the United

Arab Emirates (UAE), Qatar, Kuwait,

Bahrain, Lebanon and Saudi Arabia. Each

jurisdiction will reciprocally exchange

financial account holder information with

the other CRS participating tax

jurisdictions by late 2018.  

CRS has been dubbed the “Global FATCA”.

The Financial Account Tax Compliance Act

driven by the Internal Revenue Service

(IRS) in the United States was

implemented around the world to flag

and track U.S. citizens with foreign

financial accounts. This was followed by a

UK version of FATCA, which required the

similar exchange of information between

the Crown Dependencies, Overseas

Territories and the UK. On a somewhat

contentious note, the United States has

not yet agreed to sign up to CRS and

consequently some U.S. tax residents will

not be reportable under CRS regulations.

Intended outcome and wider impact

CRS is intended to reduce tax evasion 

but it should also act as a preventative

measure to monitor individuals with

foreign financial accounts (ensuring that

taxable income is disclosed to the

relevant authorities.) Many jurisdictions

are also working on a reduction in the

In line with current global
trends, the Middle East is
a melting pot of many
nationalities owning
assets around the world,
meaning that residents
of the region may have
exposure to taxation in
multiple jurisdictions

January
1, 2016
Onboarding 
standards for 
new accounts 
(both individual 
and entity 
accounts)

December
31, 2016
Remediation 
of high value 
individual 
accounts

September
30, 2017
First reporting 
exchange

Late adopters (e.g. Kuwait, KSA, Lebanon, UAE)

December
31, 2017
Complete 
remediation 
(all individual 
and entity 
accounts)

January
1, 2017
Onboarding 
standards for new 
accounts (both 
individual and 
entity accounts)

December
31, 2017
Remediation 
of high value 
individual 
accounts

September
30, 2018
First reporting 
exchange

December
31, 2018
Complete 
remediation (all 
individual and 
entity accounts)

Early adopters (e.g. Cayman Islands, UK)

20
16

20
17

20
18
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aggressive use of loopholes. While

exploiting so-called loopholes may not be

illegal, in some circumstances it may be

considered unethical. For example, the

UK government has drafted legislation

that, when ratified, will allow HM Revenue

& Customs (HMRC) to penalize those who

are enabling taxpayers and facilitating

abusive tax avoidance. With these and

other measures in place such as BEPS

(Base Erosion and Profit Shifting), the

groundswell of support for the global

ethical tax movement could soon unearth

inadvertent tax discrepancies and result

in tax evaders finding themselves with no

place to hide. 

The movement to close the tax gap is

already in play. The early CRS adopters,

as depicted in the graph on the previous

page, are preparing to exchange

information by September 2017 with the

late adopters (including the Middle East

participating jurisdictions) to follow in

2018.

How will this impact the individual? 

Most authorities, including those in the

Middle East, have been slow in releasing

official regulations. Based on the OECD

minimum standards guidance it is certain

that, unlike FATCA, there will not be any

minimum threshold for reporting

purposes implying that all account

holders will be subject to CRS reporting.

Individuals who are tax resident in an

early adopter CRS jurisdiction with a

financial account in another early

adopter jurisdiction will have their

information exchanged as early as

September 2017.  

What information will the financial

institutions collect?

All new individual financial account

holders (i.e. accounts opened after 1

January 2016 for early adopters, and 1

January 2017 for CRS late adopters) will

be required to self-certify their tax

residence status–unlike FATCA, which

requires individuals to verify their

nationality and place of residence. In line

with OECD regulations, pre-existing

accounts will undergo remediation by the

financial institutions to ensure that the

accounts have been correctly identified

and classified based on all available

information.  

How will financial institutions collect

the information? 

Upon opening a new financial account,

the individual will complete a new client

form, in line with standard client

onboarding. However, there will be

additional questions requesting the

individual’s tax residency status and

applicable tax identification number(s).

The onus is on the individual to ensure

that the correct tax residency information

is disclosed. It is important to note that it

is possible to be resident in more than

one jurisdiction for tax purposes. It is

imperative to discuss one’s tax residence

status with a tax professional should

there be any doubt as to tax residency

status. 

What information will be shared, 

and with whom?

Financial institutions will be reporting the

following information to the local tax

authorities, who will in turn reciprocally

exchange information with the other

100+ participating CRS jurisdictions:

• Name 

• Date

• Place of birth

• Address

• Tax residency 

• Tax identification number(s) (TIN), 

• Account number 

• Account balance/value

• Income/Gross proceeds credited to 

the account

Risks and possible outcomes 

Some of the risks associated with failure

of the individual to prepare for the

implementation of CRS include: 

• The wrong information being sent to

the wrong country;

• The taxpayer providing incorrect tax

residency information leading to

information exchange with the wrong

authorities;

• Losing the opportunity to make

voluntary disclosures of tax

discrepancies. 

Key takeaway

Tax systems across the world are

becoming increasingly more complex,

with taxpayers, and the financial

institutions with which they interact,

subject to more and more regulation. It is

easy to be co-operative when agreeing to

account opening “Terms & Conditions”

but it is imperative to be aware that

almost all of us will be impacted when

financial information is shared under CRS

in the future. It is therefore important to

be fully tax-compliant in all jurisdictions in

which assets are held, or in which time is

spent, and ensure that any local tax

changes are reflected in the way in which

financial and business affairs are

conducted.  

Carrying out a review of the information

that will be shared by banks is an

important first step, seeking advice if

discrepancies are uncovered before

disclosing the details to the relevant

authorities.   

Given the global focus on ethical tax 

and the amount of information that will

be available to all tax authorities, it is

important to get tax matters right 

first time. Rectifying mistakes and

discrepancies can be more costly after

the fact. Preparation is key. 

by Alex Law, Managing Director, Deloitte

International Tax Services and Claire

Dawson, FATCA and CRS Tax Leader,

Deloitte, Middle East

Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View - Spring 2017 | Ethical tax
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New Year
resolutions 
for families in
business (and
their advisors)

The year 2017 is going to be a busy one for

many business families in the Middle East as

they prepare, not only for the effects of the

Common Reporting Standard (CRS) but also 

that of Value Added Tax (VAT). This dual impact

means that families in business have even more

reason (if any were ever needed) to prioritize the

formalizing and restructuring of their business

affairs.

2017: The year of governance,
transparency and tax 
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ax and banking matters will drive

the urgency for family structuring

and family governance systems

and processes. Already, by not

distinguishing between business and

personal expenditure and not holding

separate business and personal bank

accounts, a family business is operating

at a disadvantage. Starting 2017, the

failure to segregate business and

personal finances will likely prove costly

for the family business in what will be an

expensive year, particularly once VAT is

instated. 

How to cushion the impact in 2017

and beyond?

An effective family office, with strong

protocols governing the interaction with

the key stakeholders, is the best way of

managing these financial challenges. To

be effective, it is imperative that the

family office manage the family’s

interaction with the business and their

investments, and capitalizes on its unique

position: Having an overview of the entire

family’s personal financial and tax

matters. Understanding the likely cash-

flow from the business enables the

finance department to put in place a

realistic budget for the family to meet

their needs without placing undue stress

on the business.

Families that develop a list of principles

and policies that guide their relationship

with their wealth and their business can

use this family protocol to proactively

govern the interaction of their family with

the business, leading to the responsible

management of its wealth and

investments.

As such, family governance is an essential

discipline for the long-term well-being of

the family business and the family’s

wealth. It enables a family to define and

control the nature of the relationships

between shareholders, family members,

and other stakeholders, enabling the

operating business to prosper, while

promoting harmony within the family as

well as protecting its unity and its human,

social and financial capital. 

How will the Common Reporting

Standard (CRS) affect local families 

in business?

CRS, in simple terms, means that

individuals who are resident in a CRS

jurisdiction (country A), will have details 

of their financial accounts (including 

bank balances, interest received, etc.) 

in another CRS jurisdiction (country B)

shared with the tax authorities in 

country A.

Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Qatar

and Kuwait have all indicated their

intention to sign up to the CRS, meaning

they will collect information in 2017 ready

for exchange in 2018. Most G20 and

European countries have already

collected financial information and will

begin exchanging it with other CRS

jurisdictions later in 2017.

CRS becomes particularly complicated for

family businesses when family members

are tax resident in different jurisdictions.

Information about the family’s wealth and

interaction of the various businesses and

with the businesses and family members

in the differing jurisdiction may be

exchanged with more jurisdictions than 

is strictly necessary.  

Not only is the potential for the wrong

information to be sent to the wrong

country self-evident, the right information

will also be shared with the right country.

All information exchanged will often be

compared with tax returns that are filed

and any discrepancy (including failure to

file a return) may lead to an investigation

by the relevant authority. 

Family offices should oversee an urgent

and thorough review of the family’s tax

affairs to bring to light any errors or

Families that develop 
a list of principles and
policies that guide their
relationship with their
wealth and their
business can use this
family protocol to
proactively govern the
interaction of their 
family with the business,
leading to the responsible
management of its
wealth and investments

Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View - Spring 2017 | Family business
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omissions in relation to tax liabilities or

tax reporting. Regularizing these at the

earliest opportunity is recommended;

generally speaking, penalties are lower

for voluntary rather than prompted

disclosures.  

The multi-faceted effect of Value

Added Tax (VAT) on local family

businesses

Without forward planning, strategic

decision-making and a clear demarcation

between family and business (i.e.

between ownership and management)

the advent of VAT could have a snowball

effect on the family’s finances.

Operating mixed family and business

bank accounts means that business

expenditure is difficult to track, creating

additional work for what may be an

already over-stretched finance

department grappling with the new VAT

rules. If the family business is unable to

properly identify all business expenditure

subject to VAT, failing to reclaim the VAT 

in full will result in increased costs. The

ability to obtain credits for VAT incurred

will be largely dependent on having the

required documentation. This means 

that the listed recipient of the supplies

acquired must be able to show that the

goods or services were acquired for

business use. Supplies acquired by the

business for the use of family members

are unlikely to qualify in such instances. 

A commercial decision that all businesses

need to make is how to deal with VAT on

their own prices, i.e. do they wish to pass

on all of the VAT included in the charge to

their customers, or to what extent will

they suffer the increase themselves in 

an effort to retain market share? If they

choose to pass the VAT charge on in full

or in part to the customer this may

impact revenues. This is likely to depend

very much on the nature of the goods or

services supplied, and how competitive

the marketplace might be. 

The net effect of increased costs and

reduced revenues is likely to mean less

cash available for distribution as

dividends to family members, who

themselves will suffer higher prices for

goods and services on which VAT is

charged and, as such, incur higher living

expenses.  

Existing family businesses could find 

that their running costs are unavoidably

increased too. To the extent that the

family office is treated as a financial

intermediary it is unlikely to be subject 

to VAT on its charges, but will also not be

able to claim VAT back on costs incurred.

It is imperative that the family office is

designed to operate in a way that limits

the effect of VAT on running costs and

optimizes cost efficiency in other areas. 

It will also be essential to create proper

books of account for the business, as

distinct from the family members.

The good news

Many of the financial impacts highlighted

above can, and will, be avoided by taking

action sooner rather than later.  

The family office is ideally placed to

spread awareness of the impact of 

these new rules on family members. 

By preparing a proper set of books of

account for the business and cash flow

projections, both the family and the

business will be aware of the demands

and constraints on income, enabling both

to function without undue interference

impacting on the commercial objectives.

The financial impact of VAT and CRS are

an imminent and immediate threat to 

the lifestyle of all family members reliant

on the family business, including those

who may be resistant to any proposed

restructuring. The inevitable resultant

reduction in dividends is likely to prompt

questions and requests for justification

from shareholders. The time may be ripe

to proceed with a family governance

mandate, building a family office and

improving the chances of the business

surviving into the next generation, as well

as mitigating the potential effects of CRS

and VAT on family members.

Now is the time to take action, turning 

a potential negative business impact 

into a positive action to future-proof the

business for the coming generations.

by Fiona McClafferty, Senior Manager

and Yasmine Omari, Manager, Family

Enterprise Consutling, Deloitte Private,

Middle East

Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View - Spring 2017 | Family business
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VAT reclaimed VAT chargedFamily
Business

Payments
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Competent or
merely well
informed?
Many employers use competency as

a measure to recruit employees. So

why do schools and universities still

value knowledge over competency?

And how does the region compare?
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The case for competency-based

education

The role of education is to prepare

people to play an active part in all aspects

of society as it evolves. This includes

preparation for employment. Most

employers will carefully consider the

skills, knowledge and abilities they require

before they hire or promote at any level.  

• Knowledge consists of specific facts,

ideas, awareness or understanding in

particular content areas or disciplines. 

• Skill is the ability to perform a physical

or mental activity that contributes to the

effective performance of a job task. 

• Abilities are enduring traits and

capabilities that an individual possesses

that enable the successful completion

of a task through the application of

knowledge and skills. 

Collectively, these skills, knowledge and

abilities are referred to as competency: 

A set of observable and measurable

behaviors that are indicative of practical

performance in a particular role.  

Many employers use a competency

model. This is a framework of various

competencies that, viewed collectively,

define what it means to be successful in

particular roles when applied within an

organization. The competencies

described in a competency model should

align with key organizational objectives

and values that will help foster an

organization’s success. The competency

model can be used by employers to

inform decisions at different stages of the

employee life cycle i.e. hiring, training,

promotion, succession planning and

separation. It can be used by employees

to plan their own development prior to

hire and during employment as they

build their career, and helps them

understand what is required of them. So,

seeing the importance of competencies,

you would expect schools and

universities to focus on all elements of

competency. 

Why then do schools and universities

focus so much more on standardized

tests with a focus on knowledge?

Generally standardized tests have little to

say about how well students are able to

apply their knowledge outside the test

context. Perhaps it is time for schools

and universities to consider extending

the use of competency-based education.

Even when traditional learning models

include measures of competency the

student experience is usually time-based

or time-restricted. Schools have a

traditional school day and nine-month

school year where students advance

after the required time has elapsed.

Students are grouped by age and learn

through knowledge-based courses that

involve occasional standardized

knowledge tests on set dates.

Competency-based education measures

learning with little or no regard for time. It

links progression to competency

achievement, not a fixed timescale. It

therefore has the potential to allow

students a more individualized

experience, which should potentially

improve motivation and thus, learning

outcomes. Such an approach has many

implications for the way in which schools

and universities are organized. Most

notably:  

• Teachers or faculty stop being “a sage

on the stage” and become “a guide on

the side.” They move from lectures to

working alongside students, guiding

learning, answering questions, leading

discussions, and helping students

synthesize and apply knowledge. Some

teachers do this already but the change

in practice would need to become

widespread.

• Computer-assisted learning helps to

individualize learning for each student if

planned appropriately and linked to the

student classroom experience.

The potential benefits of competency-

based learning for businesses in terms of

accelerating learning and competence

acquisition are summarized in this

exchange referenced by the Clayton

Christensen Institute, a think tank based

on the theories of Harvard Business

School professor Clayton M. Christensen:  

A researcher went to work[…]in Toyota’s

plant[…] First, he went to a training

station where he was told, “These are the

seven steps required to install this seat

successfully. You don’t have the privilege

of learning step 2 until you’ve

demonstrated mastery of step 1. If you

master step 1 in a minute, you can begin

learning step 2 a minute from now. If step

1 takes you an hour, then you can learn

step 2 in an hour. And if it takes you a

day, then you can learn step 2 tomorrow.

It makes no sense for us to teach you

subsequent steps if you can’t do the prior

ones correctly.”1

At this time of technological, economic

and social change applying competency-

based education has benefits for those

who have left education but need to

adapt to changed circumstances. Adult

learners have varied experiences and

backgrounds. Effective competency-

based education recognizes what

competencies learners already have,

what they need/want and focuses the

learning process on skills and knowledge

Generally standardized
tests have little to say
about how well students
are able to apply their
knowledge outside the
test context. Perhaps it is
time for schools and
universities to consider
extending the use of
competency-based
education.
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gaps, saving time and expense and

avoiding unnecessary repetition.

Business input is essential to identify

relevant competencies. Successful

competency-based learning also requires

assessments that are relevant, consistent

and reliable i.e. are a realistic indicator of

performance. These features are more

likely to make qualifications attractive to

employers and employees.

Yes we can?

Is it possible to move to a competency-

based education system? The American

online Western Governors University

(WGU), based in Salt Lake City, Utah,

provides competency-based programs. 

It is an accredited institution offering

bachelor degrees in four areas using

technology to provide instruction,

assessment, and student support.

Founded by a consortium of 19 U.S. state

governors, it has awarded competency-

based college degrees since 1997. In

2015, the National Council on Teacher

Quality (NCTQ) rated WGU's Secondary

Teaching Program its number one best

value in teacher education and the

National League for Nursing named

WGU's College of Health Professions a

Center of Excellence. 

National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs)

used in England are competency-based

qualifications taken by thousands of

adults and young people in schools,

colleges and the workplace. To gain 

an NVQ, candidates demonstrate

competencies to the required standard.

These National Occupational Standards

are produced in consultation with

employers and relate to various job 

roles. NVQs are taken by employees or 

by school and college students with a

work placement or part-time job that

enables them to develop the appropriate

competencies. There is no age limit and

no special entry requirements or set

course hours. Scottish Vocational

Qualifications (SVQs) are available in

Scotland and operate in the same way.

Australia, Sri Lanka, and India also have a

similar approach and apply industry-

influenced competency-based

frameworks.

Some countries in the Middle East region

have already started their competency-

based journey. Saudi Skills Standards and

Abu Dhabi Centre for Technical and

Vocational Education and Training

(ACTVET) provide competency-based

qualification frameworks. But for

employers to access the skilled workforce

on the scale required in the future they

need to support these education and

training bodies offering competency-

based learning. Employers can help in

the development and delivery of

competency-based standards and

assessment. They should also be

prepared to recognize and reward

competence-based qualifications and

achievements. How else can the theory

be productively put into practice?

by Richard Barrett, Director, Education

and Skills Consulting, Deloitte, Middle

East
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Reward me,
reward me not…
In the early 1900s, Sigmund Freud studied reward

management from a psychological and behavioral

perspective as part of his psychoanalytic theory.1 It has

since proven to be of vital importance in the workplace

as it gained both, a managerial and a financial angle.

More recently, this topic has reached a new level of

complexity and importance in light of the mounting

pressure that organizations are facing due to the ever-

changing dynamics of the workplace, the shifting

characteristics of the workforce and the strategic shift

from a traditional process-driven performance

management system into an agile, people-driven one.

23
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otal Rewards has become a hot

topic on the agenda of most board

of directors as it taps into cash 

and non-cash compensation and, most

importantly, into incentives (short- and

long-term, fixed and variable.) This

proven human reliance on rewards 

has pushed organizations to focus

increasingly on the concept of “Total

Rewards” as opposed to the more

traditional compensation and benefits

package. Total Rewards encompasses

personal and professional growth

opportunities and a motivating work

environment: one that is instilled with

recognition, valued job design and work-

life balance. Total Rewards has in fact

proven to be a strategic, potentially less

costly, and more creative way for

organizations to attract and retain top

talent through a wide set of initiatives. 

Key challenges

The key challenges in managing rewards

are, in essence, a reflection of the

challenges faced by employees and

employers generally, particularly in the

Middle East, and that center on the need

for new competencies, a changing

workforce and changing performance

metrics. 

New competencies

The workplace is increasingly demanding

competencies that are not necessarily

catered to in university curricula, creating

a mismatch between acquired and

required skills. A recent Deloitte study

with Injaz Al Arab showed that 56 percent

of Arab fresh graduates perceive

themselves to be unprepared to join the

workforce in the Middle East and North

Africa (MENA) region. Members

interviewed also expressed their

preference to work in traditional

industries primarily, due to perceived job

security.

Some industries, such as technology, are

requiring a higher level of specialization.

Due to its continually evolving nature 

and fast-paced growth, the technology

industry has generated a demanding and

competitive workplace, particularly in the

Middle East. This is mainly driven by the

need for highly specialized employees in

areas of constant innovation and

advancement.

From a Total Rewards perspective, there

is a need to consider compensating

specialization differently while looking at

it from a talent management angle:

Attraction and retention. 

Changing workforce

The workforce is changing and so is the

workplace. Millennials are now joining the

labor market and with them come their

needs and specifics. These are not

Generation X nor the Baby Boomers:

They have been molded by the Internet,

social media, unified communications

and smartphones. They are motivated

and increasingly engaged through

continuous learning and development.

Millennials require recognition that is not

necessarily financial. In addition, they

seek a deeper meaning in their careers,

be it from a social or a cultural

perspective. In general, they express little

loyalty to their current employers due to

a lack of engagement from leadership

and a diminished sense of ownership on

their part.2 Millennials often put their

personal values ahead of organizational

goals and several have shunned

assignments (and potential employment

opportunities) that contradict their

beliefs. 

In contrast, Generation X is mainly

motivated by financial incentives,

additional compensation or bonuses. In

fact, this generation values mass market

luxury, media and marketing liberalism

The key challenges in
managing rewards are, in
essence, a reflection of
the challenges faced by
employees and
employers generally,
particularly in the Middle
East, and that center on
the need for new
competencies, a
changing workforce and
changing performance
metrics

T
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and financial security.2

Baby Boomers are also specific in their

own way, as they mostly value loyalty,

tradition and stability.3 Catering to their

needs and particularities is also a must

for organizations that wish to retain their

aging workforce and the organizational

memory.

It is important for Total Rewards schemes

to attend to generational gaps within

organizations with great agility, taking into

consideration the characteristics and

needs of each generation.

Talent management 

New performance management trends

suggest that performance reviews should

not be linked to salary increases.

Research also reveals that even if

employees were able to decide how

much they earn, they would probably not

enjoy their job more. Additionally, the

association between compensation and

job satisfaction is fragile and research

indicates that salary increases do not

improve employee performance after a

certain point in time.4 Organizations are

exploring new approaches to

performance management, thus looking

into how Total Rewards might follow.

Equity is also a key challenge that is faced

across organizations in the Middle East.

Equity defines the extent to which

organizations are fairly compensating

employees both internally (within the

organization) and externally (vis-à-vis

peer organizations.) While organizations

usually rely on the weight of the job to

assign a relative monetary and non-

monetary worth, this practice might be

perceived as subjective due to potential

biases and, more importantly,

dissociation from market dynamics. 

Institutional performance

With mounting political and economic

pressures, organizations in the region are

looking to optimize their Total Rewards

programs. That being said, they have

been careful to identify means to balance

between employee value proposition and

financial implications of the cash and

non-cash compensation. It is critical that

organizations consider institutional

performance against the welfare of

employees. 

Institutional performance can no longer

be strictly considered from a local and

micro perspective. Globalization has now

extended organizations’ reach to global

talent pools. Similarly, individuals now

have access to global markets and are

increasingly mobile. Accordingly,

organizations are now invited to look at

Total Rewards from a different angle, one

that takes into account taxation, mobility

requirements, salary hedging, cost of

living considerations and pension plans

among others. While cautious about the

financial impact, organizations are aware

about the importance of accommodating

for global mobility requirements from a

monetary and non-monetary perspective.

Key guidelines

Cater for the specialized talent in the

organization

Organizations should look into

opportunities to reward and differentiate

the specialized and scarce talent in the

market. To enable a more effective

market positioning that would help with

attracting and retaining employees,

organizations should develop greater

sensitivity to sector and functional

expertise.

Organizations struggling with attracting

fresh graduates should look into

opportunities to develop the required

talent skillsets internally. Such initiatives

will help organizations appeal to fresh

graduates while nurturing the required

competencies internally. These initiatives

could take the form of graduate

programs involving job rotation, regional

or global mobility programs or

accelerated training initiatives.

Retaining and attracting the specialized

experienced workforce could be achieved

through identifying the critical segment of

the total workforce. This identification will

inform appropriate talent management

and rewards initiatives with the aim of

supporting the identification,

management and development of the

critical workforce. This segment of the

workforce drives a disproportionate

share of key business outcomes,

influences the organization’s value chain

significantly and is in short supply from

the respective labor market. Such

It is important for Total Rewards
schemes to attend to generational
gaps within organizations with great
agility, taking into consideration the
characteristics and needs of each
generation
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positions require a unique set of

knowledge, skills and abilities from their

job holders, which makes replacing them

a difficult and costly process.

This could be further addressed through

monetary and non-monetary

interventions, such as targeted monthly

allowances aimed at attracting and

retaining specialized talent or succession

management initiatives meant to pave a

fast track for potential leaders and

holders of critical positions.

Reward the organization one

generation at a time

It is critical to work properly on

addressing your Total Rewards in a

changing workplace, a changing

marketplace and a changing workforce.

Accordingly, a proper approach is one

that takes into consideration the eligibility

for rewards, the kind of employee

behaviors and values that should be

rewarded and the types of rewards that

would work best for your own

organization, while meeting the demands

of your workforce.

Catering to the needs of each generation

within the organization is essential. It is

true that financial rewards are a must,

however, each generation preserves its

preferences regarding the type and

shape of rewards. Baby Boomers expect

rewards elements related to job security

and stability such as pension plans, long-

term incentives, retirement plans or

healthcare benefits. Generation X expects

to be treated differently, mainly through

immediate financial incentives and

tangible recognition rewards.5

Millennials value career progression and

development opportunities and expect to

make their way up in the organization

rather quickly.

Therefore, organizations are looking into

internal developmental opportunities to

retain top talent through successor and

leadership programs, learning initiatives

and technical track possibilities. Also,

catering for consistent feedback loops

has proven effective as it gives room for

continuous and timely employee

achievements recognition, which is highly

appreciated among millennials.

In a nutshell, the best incentive for your

millennials is not a salary raise nor a hefty

bonus, it is a promotion.

Establish the link with the changing

performance management

landscape

Research has shown that discussion

around remuneration often triggers an

emotive response, which negates open

and honest discussion. Separating

remuneration from performance

discussions should shift conversations

towards a greater focus on enabling

employee growth and development

rather than focusing on the monetary

reward.6 In order to achieve that, line

managers should understand the

organization’s rewards strategy and be

well equipped to support effective

conversations.

On the other hand, although basic salary

should compensate employees fairly for

their work efforts, it is important for

salary bands* to be mapped to relevant

and accurate market data points, which

will contribute in minimizing outliers and

ensuring that employees are paid within

the desired ranges. Organizations should

start considering increasing employees’

basic salary annually in line with

regulatory and market activity only.

Continuously increasing base salary to

reward additional contributions from

employees will not only be ineffective, 

but will also be unsustainable for the

organization.6

Rewarding employee performance

should take a new shape through

different initiatives such as providing

leaders with authority to distribute a 

pool of short-term incentives in a way

that drives high performance.7

A different alternative could be removing

annual distribution curves to force

organizations to consider how to 

reward employees throughout the 

year–especially for outstanding high

performers/potentials who may be

driving additional business growth or

coaching others to reach their full

potential. Incentives can be paid on a

monthly, quarterly or half yearly basis

depending on the frequency of

performance checkpoints.

Agile job evaluation for internal

equity

Job evaluation is the process of judging

the relative worth of jobs in an

organization. The outcome of job

evaluation is the development of an

internal structure or hierarchical ranking

of jobs. Job evaluation typically helps

ensure that pay is internally aligned and

perceived to be fair by employees.

However, organizations have clearly

voiced the need for a simpler and more

It is critical to work
properly on addressing
your Total Rewards in a
changing workplace, a
changing marketplace
and a changing
workforce

* A group of jobs that are similar in their nature of work. The band is used to define the range of

compensation given for a certain role based on different factors such as location, experience or

seniority. Multiple job grades can be part of a single job band.
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flexible approach to job evaluation that

enables a move away from the control 

of uniformity to the management of

diversity. This will make use of techniques

such as job family modeling and

computer-assisted job evaluation.

Organizations are increasingly aware of

the need to adopt more flexible job

evaluation techniques. This is mainly

driven by the demand for greater internal

job role flexibility and by external market

pressures. Job evaluation can no longer

be applied rigidly as a system for

preserving existing hierarchies.

Balance between institutional and

individual interests

What do employees really want? Is it new

forms of pay such as team-based pay? Or

is it traditional form of pay such as merit

pay? There is no one-size-fits-all answer.

In fact, the true solution lies in

communication. Employees in many

organizations are unaware of, or do not

understand, the benefits offered by their

employer. When employees lack this

understanding, they tend to be

dissatisfied with the available benefits.

Dissatisfied employees are in turn less

likely to attend to work requirements and

more likely to leave the organization.

Organizations should not only provide

monetary incentives to their employees.

Other often overlooked or inefficiently

communicated and advertized talent

management interventions provide a

solid baseline for talent attraction and

retention. For instance, learning and

leadership development programs have

proven to be appreciated developmental

and motivational tools in the workforce,

benefiting both employers and

employees. Talent management

interventions could also help

organizations to align their Total Rewards

philosophy with the overall organizational

strategy, while also providing a solid tool

to address globalization challenges at a

local level.

Conclusion 

Total Rewards has proven to be critical in

building the appropriate talent landscape

within the organization as it strongly

contributes to the employee value

proposition. In fact, we are increasingly

witnessing the introduction of design

thinking and the architecture of an

employee experience in the workplace,

and potentially in the marketplace. 

We would highly emphasize that it is

always important to keep abreast of what

leading practices are in the region and

across the globe. In the Middle East,

organizations are rethinking their

Employee Value Propositions via Total

Rewards programs catering to the

specifics of the workforce. This is

achieved through the introduction 

of different initiatives aiming at

differentiating between the local 

and expatriate workforce, as well as

establishing a robust talent management

foundation potentially serving as a key

non-financial Total Reward component.

Accordingly, the ultimate choice for your

organization resides in its compatibility

with other human resource interventions

and with your overall strategy. 

by Ghassan Turqieh, Partner,

Consulting, Human Capital Leader, 

Joana Abou Jaoude, Senior Manager,

Consulting and Hanna Aoun, Senior

Consultant, Consulting, Deloitte, Middle

East
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Organizations are increasingly aware of
the need to adopt more flexible job
evaluation techniques. This is mainly
driven by the demand for greater
internal job role flexibility and by
external market pressures.
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There are two varied forms of industrial complexes 

in business today–one, asset-heavy and driven by

maximization of utilization; the other, asset-light and

driven by scale. Chief Information Officers (CIOs) today

have a similar technology construct to manage–large-

scale, asset-heavy enterprise systems that are built to

address complex business processes on the one hand,

and agile new age technology stack like cloud, digital,

analytics and Internet of Things (IOT) on the other. 

How do they do it?

With a little help
from my friends
Technology management in
a disruptive world
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arriot International merged with

Starwood Hotels & Resorts

Worldwide to create the world’s

largest lodging company. Marriott now

boasts more that 5500 hotels and 1.1

million rooms worldwide as per

Bloomberg. 

Meanwhile, AirBNB has 1.5 million room

listings in 190 countries. The world’s

largest taxi firm, Uber, owns no cars. The

world’s most popular media company,

Facebook, creates no content. The

world’s most valuable retailer, Alibaba,

carries no stock.

Now imagine an organization that has to

run both these business constructs. In

the world of technology management this

is the reality for all CIOs and it is known

as “Bi-Modal IT”. It essentially translates

into CIOs running two distinct

organizational capabilities in parallel. 

The first is focused on running business

as usual. It deals with the enterprise

grade systems entrenched in the

waterfall model: slower-moving, sure-

footed, incremental enhancements in

capabilities to run complex business

processes and generate Management

Information Systems (MIS) for

management teams. The second is

focused on leveraging new age

technologies that allow businesses the

flexibility to cope in a fast-changing

environment: minimal viable products,

quick development cycles and rapid

release timelines being the mantra. 

Creating and managing this complex

construct isn’t an easy task for any CIO

and they need support in several areas:

Financial management

Most enterprises understand the

benefits that can be derived from

increasing IT cost transparency, managing

IT like a business, and improving the

interaction between IT and business

units. However, identifying and

implementing the right financial model

for technology management is unique to

most business environments. There is a

range of possibilities between strategic

single partner outsourcing models to full

in-house capabilities. Selective

outsourcing strategy and managed

services models are perhaps the more

prevalent ones today. CIOs need support

in identifying the financial construct that

works best for the business and

executing that construct with the right 

set of partners within their business. 

Once the financial and partnership

models have been defined, CIOs need

support in identifying the key metrics that

need to be monitored and the

governance processes needed around

calculating and reporting those metrics to

the board. 

Digital-ready enterprise

Getting digital-ready for an enterprise is

not a trivial task. It entails far more than

just creating a few digital assets and

monitoring their uptake. From an IT

standpoint it requires a complete

overhaul of the IT architecture. Everything

from data flow patterns to integration

points and, most importantly, master

data management needs to be

redesigned and at times redeployed to

work in the digital space. To enable this

journey, CIOs need support in managing

a digital blueprint, creating new master

data models, redesigning the application

stack and executing the vision with

metrics embedded into processes that

previously did not exist. 

Risk management

As the technology landscape changes

substantially, so does the risk distribution

across the enterprise. From a CIO

The world’s largest taxi
firm, Uber, owns no cars.
The world’s most popular
media company,
Facebook, creates no
content. The world’s
most valuable retailer,
Alibaba, carries no stock.
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perspective, the ability to identify,

articulate and have a mitigation

strategy–especially for some of the new

age technologies–is critical. A good

example to illustrate this point is the

migration of data from traditional data

stores to the cloud. A cloud risk matrix

that enables the CIO to look at all risks,

from contractual to in-country data

regulations can make or break the

business case. 

Enterprise risk assessment allows the CIO

to proactively manage these risks and to

conduct timely audits and assessments

to showcase current state and gaps with

a roadmap to mitigate them.

Human Capital

One of the most difficult issues plaguing

CIOs and most of the technology

ecosystem is the changing requirements

and dynamics in the human capital

space. On one end, hyper competition 

in being able to acquire skills in the

enterprise space due to employee

expectations of quality of work, growth

prospects and reward management and

on the other end, a shortage of skilled

manpower in the digital space due to the

unique intersection of skills required by

data scientists. Added to this is the

complexity of identifying and leveraging

opportunities for interoperability of skills

between the two operating models.

Human capital strategy, skills evaluation

of current team members, skills upgrade

options, interoperability opportunities are

areas where most CIOs look for support

from internal Human Resources teams

and partners within the organization.

Outsourcing and augmentation of

manpower does help however, a large

portion of the capabilities in enterprise

architecture, data modeling and

partnership management are still

engineered in-house and can potentially

create competitive differentiation in the

marketplace. 

In conclusion, there is much disruption in

today’s technology ecosystem that calls

not only for rapid reaction times but also

for the correct decision-making. While

managing the expected–having the right

talent, developing the right capabilities,

getting resources to the right place at the

right time, maintaining vendor

relationships, growing revenues,

delighting customers–is not to be

foregone, organizations need to ensure

that the proper framework is put in place

to absorb and manage the unexpected,

the disruptive. That is where support

from the ecosystem counts the most!

by Akshay Lamba, CIO, Deloitte, 

Middle East

Human capital strategy, skills
evaluation of current team members,
skills upgrade options, interoperability
opportunities are areas where most
CIOs look for support from internal
Human Resources teams and partners
within the organization
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ccording to the International

Monetary Fund (IMF), GDP growth

across the Gulf Cooperation

Council (GCC) is expected to have

reached 1.9 percent by the end of

December 2016. In 2017, it is forecast 

to increase to 2.3 percent. This growth 

is a reflection of a stabile oil price and

increased market confidence,

underpinned by strategic initiatives

aimed at reducing oil dependency, 

such as Vision 2030 in Saudi Arabia.

The current oil price rebound has

resulted in the price per barrel reaching

anywhere between US$55-60, which is a

marked improvement on previous lows 

of mid-high US$20 per barrel. That said,

oil prices hovered around US$100 per

barrel for a prolonged period of time

until mid-2015, and it is therefore not

unreasonable for oil-generating

economies to tighten their belts against 

a backdrop of falling revenues.

This has meant that governments have

been reviewing their budgets more

closely and prioritizing expenditure on

strategically important projects, rather

than speculative or vanity projects. A

decline in project awards has impacted

the construction industry first and most

profoundly. The markets most affected

are Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Abu Dhabi,

while Dubai, Oman and Bahrain have

been less affected due to a greater level

of economic diversification.

Impact on the construction industry

is significant

The reducing volume of project awards

has been a major issue affecting the

construction industry, but it is not the

only one. Due to the lower number of

projects and tightened budgets generally,

there is an increased level of competition

across the industry to secure those few

contracts that are still being awarded,

and this has translated into downward

pricing pressure, i.e. reduced margins

when preparing project budgets or

estimates.

The lower volume of project awards has

not necessarily translated into quicker

decision-making either. In fact, it has also

affected the decision-making process

because ever more scrutiny is being

placed on award decisions, and this in

turn is affecting the contracting industry

that is reliant on a steady pipeline of

projects just to remain solvent.

Moreover, the tightening of budgets has

unfortunately manifested in a number of

government entities delaying, or in some

cases, deferring payments and this has

constrained cash flow across the entire

industry–in some cases resulting in

significant financial issues and social

unrest. The 2015 Deloitte Powers of

Construction Report included interviews

with C-Suite personnel across the

contracting industry, and the feedback

provides compelling reading. In

particular, it was noted that the average

collection cycle, from completing the

work to collecting the cash, totaled 225

days and there have been no reported

improvements in the cycle since then.

Indeed, the simple act of processing

invoices has become ever more

protracted and adversarial with

innumerable examples of “the engineer

either not certifying interim payment

certificates (PCs) or substantially reducing

the certified amounts for very minor

technicalities or differences of opinion.”

In other well reported cases, government

agencies have issued promissory notes in

lieu of physical payments as they simply

do not have the funds to honor those

payments. Often the promissory notes

are then later converted into a reduced

The reducing volume of
project awards has been
a major issue affecting
the construction
industry, but it is not the
only one. Due to the
lower number of
projects and tightened
budgets generally, there
is an increased level of
competition across the
industry to secure those
few contracts that are
still being awarded.

A



cash payment, which then exacerbates

the same cash flow issues being

experienced by the contractors and 

their supply chain.

In a similar vein, pricing strategies are

becoming more divergent. Given the

prevailing market conditions, many

contractors will look to reduce margin

and accept work to maintain turnover,

but will do so without necessarily

considering or pricing-in risks lest they

become commercially uncompetitive. In a

more buoyant market, contractor pricing

converges, where many bidders will

consider both risks and opportunities

and factor this into their commercial

offer–which benefits all parties because

risks are known and foreseeable, and

opportunities are considered proactively.

Linked to this trend of low margin pricing

is the increasingly common occurrence of

contractors looking to enhance revenue

through variations. According to the

Deloitte Powers of Construction 2015

C-Suite survey, 73 percent of the

respondents confirmed that their bidding

strategies were predicated on making

money from variations, either client-

driven changes, to the scope or

technically derived changes due to

constructability or design issues. This in

turn can lead to conflict during the

delivery of projects and often manifests

in contractual claims for time and cost, as

has become increasingly apparent during

this latest economic cycle.

What does the future hold for

construction across the GCC?

There are certainly positive macro-

economic drivers for construction that

include population growth, diversified

economic growth, a growing younger

labor force, and localized drivers such as

Vision 2030 and Expo 2020, in addition to

a strong tourism drive for a number of

governments across the region. The

recent OPEC (Organization for Oil

Producing Countries) agreement to cut

oil production appears to have further

stabilized prices, at least in the short

term.

According to MEED Projects, the total

value of projects either in the planning

stage or in the delivery stage across the

GCC is US$2.7Tn, with Saudi Arabia

leading the way with US$1.1Tn of

projects, followed by the United Arab

Emirates with US$830Bn and the

remaining total spread across Kuwait,

Bahrain, Qatar and Oman. Clearly, a

pipeline of projects of this magnitude has

to be perceived in a positive light by the

construction industry–the key question is

when these projects will reach the

contract award stage, as only then will the

positive economic impact be truly felt.

Conclusion

While the economic headwinds prevail in

the short term, there are signs that these

will dissipate over the coming months

and that 2017 will represent an

improvement over 2016. The sheer

volume of projects either being planned,

or currently being executed, in addition

to the wider strategic initiatives being set

in motion by governments across the

region, has to give cause for optimism.

Such factors, it is hoped, will then

manifest into widespread positive

sentiment which will result in

governments re-engaging in major

project expenditure, and contractors 

(and their supply chain) taking more

confidence in this and pricing more

conventionally.

With more focus on capex efficiency,

return on investment and much more

targeted investment strategies, clients 

will similarly feel the need to manage risk

and balance this against the potential

rewards, thereby creating a more focused

yet positive contracting environment

moving forwards.

by Ben Hughes, Director, Capital

Projects, Financial Advisory, Deloitte,

Middle East
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There are certainly positive macro-
economic drivers for construction that
include population growth, diversified
economic growth, a growing younger
labor force, and localized drivers such
as Vision 2030 and Expo 2020, in
addition to a strong tourism drive for 
a number of governments across the
region
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angible assets form the core of

many companies’ balance sheets.

These include real property (such

as land, building, improvements) and

personal property (including machinery,

equipment, motor vehicles, furniture,

computer equipment, etc.)

The 2008 financial crisis and the recent

economic sentiment from the relatively

low oil price has reminded investors of

the instability of earnings and the

associated unpredictability of the future

performance of businesses. This

increased risk from cash-flow uncertainty

is encouraging equity and debt investors

to understand the worth of a business

based on the value of its underlying

tangible assets.  

The asset-based valuation approach

is less complex and easier to apply 

The asset-based approach to valuation

focuses on a company's net asset value

(NAV), or the fair market value of its total

assets minus its total liabilities, to

determine what it would cost to recreate

the business. While there is some room

for interpretation in terms of deciding

which of the company's assets and

liabilities to include in the valuation, 

an asset-based valuation approach is

generally the easiest to apply relative to

the traditional income-based and market

approaches. 

As an illustrative example, if we consider

Company A, a pipe manufacturing

business that has been operating for 

10 years and has a net book value of

US$7.5m, its tangible assets are

estimated to have a fair market value in

excess of their book value if applying the

adjusted net asset approach. One of the

reasons for this is that some equipment

that was fully depreciated for accounting

purposes is expected to have an

economic useful life for years to come. In

applying the adjustments, the value of

the equity of Company A becomes

US$12.5m. 

When valuing income-generating

businesses, the usefulness of this

approach may be limited as it does not

capture the future income-generating

potential of the business or the value of

its goodwill and other intangible assets. 

It does, however, present a reality check

to the overall business valuation in

providing an estimate of the potential

lower end of the valuation range of the

business. 

The asset-based valuation provides

an indication of the downside risk 

In order to correctly apply the asset-

based valuation approach, a fundamental

decision needs to be made upfront as to

whether the net tangible assets of the

business comprise part of a going

concern entity or, alternatively, they do

not and must be liquidated. 

Taking our example further, if say, due 

to certain new industry regulations, the

prospective viability of Company A as a

going concern is uncertain, it would be

appropriate to understand its value

under a liquidation scenario. In

determining the value using this

approach, the intangible assets that

cannot be sold separately from the

business are excluded and the value is

adjusted for estimated costs of disposal;

implying a value of US$9m to Company A. 

In instances where the business is a

going concern, an assessment of the

liquidation value acts as a useful

measurement aid of the downside risk

for an investor by providing an

approximation of the net realizable value

in the event the business is wound up

shortly after investment. 

A value of the underlying tangible

assets impacts the overall business

value 

A potential debt or equity investor will

take into consideration the value of the

underlying tangible asset when deciding

on the appropriate pricing for equity or 

a loan rate for providing debt to a

businesses with limited historical

information. 

Illustrative example Company A

(US$’ 000)

Net book 

value

Adjusted 

NAV

Tangible assets

Intangibles (software)

Intangibles (customer relationship)

Goodwill

Other assets

Total assets

Bank debt (loan for assets)

Other liabilities

Net book value of equity

Adjusted net asset value

Going concern value (income-based)

Implied price/book multiple

12,500

500

1,000

2,500

1,000

17,500

7,000

3,000

7,500

17,500

2.3

20,000

500

1,000

1,000

7,000

3,000

12,500

17,500

1.4

Illustrative example Company A Adjusted NAV

(US$’ 000) Net book

value

Value in use Liquidation

value

Tangible assets

Intangibles (software)

Intangibles (customer relationship)

Goodwill

Other assets

Total assets

Bank debt (loan for assets)

Other liabilities

Net book value of equity

Adjusted net asset value

12,500

500

1,000

2,500

1,000

17,500

7,000

3,000

7,500

20,000

500

1,000

1,000

7,000

3,000

12,500

17,500

500

1,000

7,000

3,000

9,000

T



A business with a greater portion of

tangible assets on its balance sheets is

considered safer for an equity investor as

it may mitigate the loss potential. The

higher the value of the tangible assets,

the lower the potential risk and the

higher the potential business value, and

vice versa.

Debt investors often seek assets pledged

to them by the borrower as collateral.

These are viewed by the debt investor as

a secondary source of loan repayment

should the borrower be unable to repay

the full amount. As such, all things being

equal, the higher the value of the

collateralized assets, the less risky the

borrower, and the lower loan rates

obtainable. 

An asset-based valuation may not

always represent the true value of 

a going concern 

Back to our illustrative example,

Company A and Company B are identical

in all material aspects and have the same

net book values. However, Company B

has a significantly lower liquidation value

as its tangible assets are not as valuable

in the used equipment market.

Considering its higher tangible asset

backing, Company A will be perceived as

a less risky investment to a potential

equity investor or a debt provider. While

US$9m may indicate a downside value

for Company A given the operating risk

from the new industry regulations, it is

not necessarily representative of the

actual value of Company A under a 

going concern scenario.

It is important to note that while making

an assessment of the underlying tangible

asset backing and the liquidity value is a

useful tool when deciding on the value 

of a business, these do not necessarily

represent the true value of a going

concern. The asset-based valuation

methods are more suited to valuation 

of going concern operations of asset-

intensive businesses with little value 

from goodwill or intangibles, not-for-

profit organizations or businesses to be

purchased from a competitor in a similar

industry.

Concluding remarks

The need to know the worth of a

business is one of the most common

questions that transacting parties look 

to address upfront. While different

valuation methods may be considered 

in undertaking a potential valuation, the

choice of the appropriate methodology is

dependent on the characteristics of the

subject asset being valued, the purpose

of the valuation and the availability of

reliable data.

While an asset-based valuation approach

provides a comprehensive analysis of the

asset position of a business, its benefits

vary across industries. Medical device

manufacturers, for example, have high

levels of valuable intangible assets that

may be difficult to value. In valuing a

going concern the assessment of the

asset-based liquidation value provides 

an investor the potential downside value

of the business. It may, however, not

necessarily represent the true value of 

a company. 

In emerging economies there generally 

is a high level of information asymmetry

and the investor has a significant

information disadvantage due to opaque

financial statements or undisclosed

information. This has led debt and equity

investors to look more closely at their

downside risk, and seek asset-based

valuations as a supplemental, if not an

alternate approach, to the traditional

income and market-based valuations.

Considering the challenging market

sentiments and the tightening liquidity

conditions, the relevance and demand 

for asset-based valuations is expected 

to increase across the region. 

by Munish Mohendroo, Partner,

Valuations, Financial Advisory, Deloitte,

Middle East

Company A Company B

(US$’ 000) Net book

value
Liquidation

value

Net book

value

Liquidation

value

Tangible assets

Intangibles (software)

Intangibles (customer relationship)

Goodwill

Other assets

Total assets

Bank debt (loan for assets)

Other liabilities

Net book value of equity

Adjusted net asset value

Tangible Asset Backing (TAB)

Loan to net assets %

12,500

500

1,000

2,500

1,000

17,500

7,000

3,000

7,500

2,500

17,500

500

1,000

7,000

3,000

9,000

7,500

78%

12,500

500

1,000

1,500

1,000

16,500

6,000

3,000

7,500

3,500

13,500

500

1,000

6,000

3,000

6,000

4,500

100%
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The asset lever for an equity investor

Assets Risk Value/price

The asset lever for a debt investor

Assets Risk Loan rate

It is important to note
that while making an
assessment of the
underlying tangible asset
backing and the liquidity
value is a useful tool
when deciding on the
value of a business, these
do not necessarily
represent the true value
of a going concern
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Thousands of pages have been written on schedule

management that include theories, books and reports and

hundreds of training courses and workshops that are

conducted on the subject every year. And yet people generally

avoid implementing even a small portion of this technique

into their working and personal lives although it has been

proven to increase productivity. We estimate that the majority

of corporate professionals struggle with the theory of

schedule management and find scheduling tools abhorrent.

Why is that? And what can be done to overcome it?

Scheduling the
impossible

41
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An incorrect perception
exists whereby
scheduling is considered
synonymous with project
management
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What is schedule management?

Schedule management is an approach

that helps us effectively utilize our time by

getting organized to meet deadlines and

to streamline collaboration. In the context

of projects, this is even more important as

it also helps balance other key aspects of

project management such as scope, cost,

and resources in order to achieve desired

results. An incorrect perception exists

whereby scheduling is considered

synonymous with project management.

According to the Project Management

Institute (PMI), scheduling (or project time

management) includes the processes

required to manage a timely completion

of the project. It is considered to be the

engine to drive a project forward while

balancing competing demands from

other project management areas.

By getting organized we become more

productive and get a sense of order in our

professional (and personal) lives. It also

limits procrastination and gives us

S.M.A.R.T. goals to achieve that are tied 

to an overall objective i.e. Specific,

Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and

Timely.

So why do people avoid scheduling…?

We all know that going to the dentist is

necessary, yet we procrastinate as if it

were a laborious endeavor with no visible

benefit until a medical emergency arises.

Instead of being proactive we remain

reactive as we don’t want to feel restricted

and likely don’t want to change either.

This is a simple analogy that identifies the

root cause of this disaffection. 

Schedule management is never

associated with fun–it’s always associated

with getting more out of us rather than

giving us something–higher productivity,

scheduling, prioritizing, planning, etc.

Because we don’t get anything immediate

out of schedule management, we

associate it with an invisible jail cell that

always feels restrictive. Our brain tells us

that by the time we finish planning,

prioritizing and scheduling, the day is over

and the work is still to be done. This

resistance is based on our psychological

need to be free and our need to have a

sense of accomplishment at the end of

the day.

Another reason for which people avoid

schedule management is that everyone

has a way of managing their activities that

has been ingrained for a very long time.

Schedule management provides an

alternate way of managing our work/life

that requires a lot of effort on our part 

to adapt to. Naturally people don’t like

change and would avoid making any

effort for something that has no visible

benefit for them.

And a final perception held by corporate

professionals is that whether they are

efficient or not with their time is

irrelevant. These individuals have to stay

at work for the prescribed time set by

their employer and by being efficient and

effective, they will finish the work early

leading to more work being assigned. 

So, people get into bad habits because

schedule management doesn’t really

matter. They meet the deadlines but

stretch the work to meet those deadlines.

Everyone stays at work between such and

such hours and that’s it, effective or not.

In reality, schedule management can free

us to have more fun, more money, greater

success in relationships and more “kick

the can” type of days. 

What’s the solution?

In order for people to effectively use

scheduling as a way to reduce wastage of

time, focus should be put on the broader

categories highlighted below:

Understand scheduling

Anyone interested in schedule

management needs to first understand

what scheduling is and how it helps in the

effective utilization of time. They should

understand the different concepts like

forward, backward scheduling and how



this determines the critical path. They

also need to understand how these

techniques can be practically used in the

corporate world. The benefits can only be

visualized when individuals have a firm

grasp on the concepts and see the real-

world application of schedule

management.

Identify what suits you best

People can manage schedules in different

ways using different tools. It is incumbent

on them to identify the best way they feel

comfortable in managing a schedule and

the kind of situation they are confronted

with. Someone might be comfortable with

a detailed and complex Gantt chart* with

relationships and dependencies. Others

might think of using simple charts on MS

Excel or MS PowerPoint that easily satisfy

their requirements. Always remember,

there is no single perfect way for

managing schedules.  

Consider your industry

Every industry has a different focus when

it comes to managing projects. The focus

of the manufacturing industry is effective

management of resources whereas the

Oil & Gas industry focuses on risk profiles.

In order for us to effectively manage our

schedules we need to understand the

industry we belong to and which

tools/techniques are best suited to

address those needs. 

Use floating windows

An interesting way to make scheduling

easier for bigger projects/activities is to

break it up into smaller manageable

chunks and only schedule those activities

that fall within the floating window. So if

you decide on a four-week floating

window, then you only plan in detail for

the upcoming four weeks and leave the

rest of the activities as they are. This

planning is repeated every two weeks in

order to have an ongoing floating window

throughout the life of the project. 

In conclusion…

As consultants, time is extremely valuable

and our ability to manage and schedule

our time effectively is a critical factor in

determining our success. We start our

careers as consultants driven to optimize

our utilization. As managers and leaders,

we are focused on optimizing our project

financials and staffing plans. Our

tendency to use our scheduling abilities

makes it difficult for us to complete and

meet project objectives on time. This

could lead to ineffective use of budget

and utilization of resources. To be

successful, we should strive to extend our

natural scheduling abilities by applying

more focused scheduling techniques.

Extending our natural abilities with

techniques that help us balance

competing constraints within a project

result in more effective use of budget 

and resource utilization. 

Using the principles mentioned above 

we can streamline our schedule

management processes and advertently

affect the way we manage projects. 

by Rajeev Lalwani, Lead Partner,

Technology Consulting, Deloitte, Middle

East and Syed Ammar Zaheer,

Manager, Technology Consulting, 

Deloitte, Middle East
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Instead of being proactive we remain
reactive as we don’t want to feel
restricted and likely don’t want to
change either. This is a simple analogy
that identifies the root cause of this
disaffection.

* A Gantt chart is a type of bar chart, adapted by Karol Adamiecki in 1896 and independently by Henry

Gantt in the 1910s, that illustrates a project schedule. Gantt charts illustrate the start and finish dates of

the terminal elements and summary elements of a project.

Activity January February March April May

W1 W2 W3 W4

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 2.1

Activity 2.2

Activity 2.3

Activity 2.4

Activity 3

Floating window
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This publication has been written in general terms and therefore cannot be relied on to cover
specific situations; application of the principles set out will depend upon the particular
circumstances involved and we recommend that you obtain professional advice before acting
or refraining from acting on any of the contents of this publication. Deloitte & Touche (M.E.)
would be pleased to advise readers on how to apply the principles set out in this publication
to their specific circumstances. Deloitte & Touche (M.E.) accepts no duty of care or liability for
any loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material
in this publication.

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private company
limited by guarantee (“DTTL”), its network of member firms, and their related entities. DTTL
and each of its member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL (also
referred to as “Deloitte Global”) does not provide services to clients. Please see
www.deloitte.com/about for a more detailed description of DTTL and its member firms.
Deloitte provides audit, consulting, financial advisory, risk management, tax and related
services to public and private clients spanning multiple industries. Deloitte serves four out of
five Fortune Global 500® companies through a globally connected network of member firms
in more than 150 countries bringing world-class capabilities, insights, and high-quality service
to address clients’ most complex business challenges. To learn more about how Deloitte’s
approximately 225,000 professionals make an impact that matters, please connect with us on
Facebook, LinkedIn, or Twitter.

Deloitte & Touche (M.E.) is a member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL) and is
a leading professional services firm established in the Middle East region with uninterrupted
presence since 1926.

Deloitte provides audit, tax, consulting, and financial advisory services through 26 offices in 15
countries with more than 3,300 partners, directors and staff. It is a Tier 1 Tax advisor in the
GCC region since 2010 (according to the International Tax Review World Tax Rankings). It has
also received numerous awards in the last few years which include best employer in the
Middle East, best consulting firm, the Middle East Training & Development Excellence Award
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), as well as the best
CSR integrated organization.
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